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Funding package for-UMO to be analyzed
by Rebecca Smith
Staff Writer
Governor Joseph E. Brennan's proposed $15 million "down payment" to
the UMaine system will be scrutinized by
the Maine Legislature Wednesday.
The funding package includes monies
for all seven campuses of the system, and
56 percent of it is slated to benefit UMO.

The $15 million figure was recommended in the Visiting Committee
Report released in January.
To raise money for the payment, Brennan has proposed a tax package which
is scheduled to go before the Joint Standing Committee on Taxation Wednesday
at 1:30 p.m.
Rep. John Bott, R-Orono, said a
public hearing on the taxation issue will

If the $15 million funding package is passed, UMO
will receive 56 percent to be distributed as follows:
Academic support —
Equipment —
Research —
Faculty development —
Graduate program —
Student financial aid —
Libraries and computer services
Cooperative extension —
Teacher education —
Total'

$2,683,655
$1,843,000
$1,235,000
$950,000
$727,000
$400,000
$300,000
$250,000
$78,500
$8,467,155
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Largest funding to be given to other campuses:
USM academic support —
UMF academic support —
UMA equipment —
UMM academic support —
UMPI academic support —
UMFK academic support —

$1,499,000
$355,000
$282,400
$191,167
$75,000
$24,000

take place either later this week or early
next week.
Rep. Stephen Bost, D-Orono, said the
passage of the funding package depends
on legislative approval of the tax
proposal.
The proposal includes raising a projected $3.3 million through a 2 percent
_tax increase on lodging at hotels, motels
and inns; $5.7 million through the
elimination of a sales tax exemption on
out-of-state, long distance telephone
calls; and $6 million through tax enforcement measures, energy expense reductions and the closing of some tax
loopholes.
Vern Cook, spokesman for the Maine
Innkeepers Association, said the association is opposed to the tax.
"We feel that the tax is unfair and
discriminatory for singling out one industry," he said.
"It makes us carry an additional cost
when the $15 million should be funded
by a broad-based tax," Cook said.
Peter Daigle, president of the Maine
Innkeepers Association, said that simply because the association protests the
tax proposal does not mean they oppose
the idea of the state giving $15 million
to UMaine.
One argument being made in favor of
the tax concerns the fact that it is only
2 cents on the dollar, but Daigle said in
many cases the tax would have to be absorbed by the businesses because they
have given out price lists to charter
groups and have booked reservations in
advance
Cook said the tax would basically
amount to a rate increase on lodging that
(see TAX page 2)

LIMO may receive
$8.5 million
in funding package
by Rebecca Smith
Staff Writer
If the proposed $15 million funding
package for the UMaine system is approved by the state legislature, UMO
stands to receive nearly $8.5 million.
The funding package relies on.a tax
proposal that will go before the Joint
Standing Committee on Taxation
Wednesday afternoon.
Rep. Stephen Bost, D-Orono, said
both the funding and tax proposals
should be voted on by the legislature
in the near future since it is constitutionally scheduled to adjourn in
mid-April.
UMO's 56 percent share of the
budget proposal has been divided into nine general categories: academic
support, equipment, research, faculty development, the graduate program, student financial aid, libraries
and computer services, the
Cooperative Extension and teacher
education.
Charles F. Rauch Jr., acting director of financial management, said the
nearly $2.7 million for academic support includes various department
operation costs such as paper,
and
photocopying
materials
maintenance of machines.
(see FUNDS page 2)

Summer orientation program eliminated
by Melinda Lake
Staff Writer
UMO's freshman summer orientation
program, which is recognized as one of
the top programs of its kind in the country and has been copied by other universities, has been discontinued in favor of
a fall orientation program.
Richard Bowers, vice president for
Academic Affairs; said a special task
force concerned with the quality of
undergraduate education and the
freshman year experience made the
recommendation that the summer orien
tation be canceled,
A subcommittee reaffirmed that the
fall orientation program be extended, so
"Student Affairs decided not to offer
summer orientation," Bowers said.
Joyce Hedlund, associate dean of Student Services and a member of the
original committee, said, "I think we can
carry a lot of good parts of (summer
orientation) into the fall program. I see
it more as a merging rather than doing
away with (the summer program)."
Hedlund said the major reason for the
increase in the fall program is the
availability of on-line registration for all
the colleges and a hope that freshmen
would be able to meet with their own
faculty advisers.
According to Article 11B of the contract between the University of Maine
system and the union representing faculty (the Associated Faculties of the
University.of.Maine), faculty employed

During that time, the approximately
on an academic year appointment are re2,000 freshmen would meet with their
quired to work from Sept. I through
_
- advisers, register for classes, take any
May
placement tests needed and attend orienSince the freshmen would be coming
tation programs.
to school on either Aug. 28 or 29, faculTwo Residential Life staff members
ty under this type of contract would not
who were involved with the summer probe legally obligated to come back to the
gram are questioning the timing of the
university before Labor Day to meet with

"It's real frustrating. They dropped a program
hich was nationally recognized and probably one
of the top five in the country.- Lillian Stone, York Village RD
their freshman advisees.
Hedlund said,"We can't require
them to(come back early), but it's hoped
that it would happen. A - number of
deans have stated that they don't see that
as a difficulty."
"There was real interest on the part of
the academic community to extend the
fall program — to give it more of an
academic emphasis," Hedlund said.
H. Ross Moriarty. director of Residential Life, said a main concern was the
lack of an "academic component" in the
summer program. "We didn't think we
should have both," he said, "so we
agreed to the fall program."
The details of the fall program have
not been finalized yet, Hedlund said, but
the general plan is to have the freshmen
come to school on "either the Thursday
or Friday before Labor Day," four of
five days before the upperclassmen
return to school.

decision.
Lillian Stone, resident director of York
Village, has been in charge of the summer orientation program for the past five
years. She said, "Planning the orientation takes me a whole year, and that's
with the program already established.
With five weeks of school left, they just
don't have time to do a real good fall
program.
"It's real frustrating. They dropped a
program which was nationally recognized and probably one of the top five in
the country, and no one has yet to give
me a real good reason why it was dropped, she said, "This college was
known for (orientation's) one-on-one,
friendly atmosphere. You can't do that
with 2,500 people."
Stone said the committee never checked with anyone who was actively involved in the summer program before
deciding to 'drop it, and she wasn't

notified of the decision until the interviewing process for student summer
orientation jobs was completed, immediately before March break.
"We were all ready_tsuell these people they had a job and suddenly we
found out there was no longer a program," she said.
Gregory Stone, York Complex director, has, been actively inv9k4d itt
freshman orientation programs at
1O
and the University of New Hampshire
for the past ten years. He said,"There
is no question in my mind that (the decision to cancel the summer program) was
made by the vice president of Academic
Affairs. This was his issue, and he found
the support for it."
Some problems with changing over
the entire program to the fall, he said,
is that the freshmen will not have their
I.D.s and they will not have had their
schedules completed with their credit
hour totals, so they cannot be billed for
the fall semester during the summer.
But equally as important, he said, is
the fact that the committee "totally discounted" the human needs of the
students, such as the non-stressful introduction to college life provided by the
summer program
The committee "is selling this university short if they think the only place
students learn is in the classroom," he
said.
,
Also discounted was the impact of the
orientation program on students'
parents, Stone said.
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(continued from page 1)
microscopes, spectroscopes and
possibly a new electron microscope.
The faculty development money,
$950,000, would be used primarily to
give faculty compensation increases
and to send faculty members to professional conventions, Rauch said.
Karen Boucias, director of graduate
student admissions and services, said
the graduate school would use its
$727,000 share of the $15 million to
raise the average stipend to $6,500 a
year and increase the number of
assistantships available.
The $400,000 in student aid would
come at a good time in the face of
federal cutbacks, said Burt Batty,
director of student aid. The aid would
be in the form of grants and work
asssistance.

UMO also plans to develop a
telecommunicaions service that
would allow a UMO professor to interact with students at other campuses, Rauch said.
An operating budget for the Maine
Center for the Arts and the Hudson
Museum, support for the honors program and student services, such as expanded programs for non-traditional
students, all come under academic
support.
According to the budget package,
UMO would receive almost $1.5
million for equipment. Rauch said the
equipment would include instructional and research equipment for
laboratories, such
as
new

•Funds
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(continued from page 1)

wo_uld make Maine's hospitality industry
less cornpetetive with other states.
"It's like reaching into the small
businessman's pocktt tO give a government service," Cook said.
If the funding and taxation bills pass
as written, UMO will receive a total of
$8,467,155. Bost said the figure
represents a $700,000 increase over a request made by the UMaine board of
trustees at the beginning of the current
legislative session.
The BOT went to Brennan with a
$14.3 budget proposal, but Brennan
amended the proposal to $15 million in
accordance with the Visiting Committee's reuomrnendation. In a meeting of
campus presidents on where to add the
$700,000, the presidents voted

unanimously to give the entire additional
amount to UMO.
"There is a sense that we must all pull
together and support the strengthening_
of the Orono campus," Bost said.
"I feel positive about the passage of
the funding package and I think it is
slowly gaining support from my colleagues," he said.
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Conley Speech and Hearing Center
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Rape Awareness Day
offers many programs
— by-Jennifer -GirtStaff Writer

"

The need for sexual responsibility and
awareness on college campuses sets the
tone for Rape Awareness Day, April 2,
here at UMO.
•
"Ninety percent of all rapes are planned," said Betsy Marsano, project coordinator for the Student Issue/Action

-dude on the F•gler "Library steps for a
rally at 7 p.m.
The purpose of the march is for
women and men to "march for safe
space at UMO," Marsano said.
"Rape of any kind is inappropriate
behavior, and this is to show it will not
be accepted or tolerated," she said.
There will be a table in the Memorial
Union where students can take a pledge,

-Rape of any kind is inappropriate behavior, and this is to show it
will not he accepted or tolerated."
— Betsy Marsano. Student Issue/Action Coalition
Coalition, "and 80 percent are planned
by someone you know."
Dealing with the problems of sexual
violation and violence against women is
part of the reason for developing this
program, said Marsano.
"It's time to really Start recognizing
(rape) as a social problem, like incest," she said.
Laurie Houston of the UMO department of Police and Safety said there have
been four reported assaults and two
reported rapes during the school year.
"1 definitely think-the program will-be
helpful; it's a good idea," Houston
said.
Last year a rape awareness conference
was held for fraternities, sororities and
Residential Life staff. However-This year
it is campus-wide.
press conference will kick off the
project at 11 a.m. in the Memorial
Union,and there are speeches and programs scheduled throughout the day.
The concluding event is a "Take Back
the Night" -march, scheduled to start atHilltop Complex at 6:15 p.m. and con-

declaring themselves to be responsible
members of a sexually active society.
A workshop on how to cope after an
attack will be conducted by Dee'Harvey,
a graduate student and counselor at
Displaced Homemakers.
A panel with Robert Dana, UMO's
substance abuse coordinator, Lloyd
Brightman, professor of human development and education, Mary Cathcart,
community education coordinator for
Spruce Run and _Sandra Noble, offcampus senator and president of Wilde
Stein, wilL_discuss_ pralems-AziLs
harassment, sexual assault and physical.
agression on campus. Pia panel will
meet at 3 p.m. in 101 Neville Hall.
"It's hard to predict the turnout,
though traditionally men do not choose
to attend programs like this," said
Nancy Price, chairperson of the Rape
Awareness Committee, which is in
charge of the Speak Out Program.

Keenan phoio

Spring fever strikes

"Unfortunately, the finger is often
pointed at men and that doesn't encourage them to get involvedin helping
stop the problem," Price said.

STUDENT TO STUDENTS IN THE
PHILIPPINES
Fri,, 12:15 p.m., No. Bangor Lounge
Marguerite Gage traveled with a University Student Assoc ation- to•visit students-in-the Philippines days before the Revolution. Hear her story See her slides.
+ 4The Maine Christian Associatior
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Visiting Committee member
chosen commencement speaker
by Kelley Bouchard
Staff Writer.
A member of the Visiting Committee agreed Tuesday to deliver the commencement address for the UMO
graduating class of 1986.
"It was a long, drawn-out process
that began in September. We really
tried to gear the search towards someone special, someone popular, someone who had a great impact on the
graduating seniors," said Jon
Sorenson, student member of the
Commencement Committee.
Francis Keppel fulfilled those
criteria, Sorenson said.
Keppel is currently a member of the
Visiting Committee, a fact which,
Sorenson said, "is very timely for a
commencement address." He is a
former dean of the Graduate School
of Education at Harvard University
and was U.S. Commissioner of
Education under presidents John
Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson.
In a phone interview Tuesday from
his office at Harvard, Keppel said he
was instrumental in passing two acts
of legislation during his stay on the
commission that have had a major
impact on education in the United
States: "the Elementary and Secon-

dary Education Act of 1965, which
provided money for (the.educational
needs of) poor children, and the
Higher Education Act of 1965, which
set up loan, grant and work-study
programs for college students."
The Commencement Committee,
which is made up of Senior Council
members, faculty and administration,
had put many hours into finding a
commencement speaker, Sorenson
said, "and it's a great relief to finally
have one."
Keppel declined to comment on the
subject matter of the commencement
address.
Robert Whelan, assistant to the
president and Commencement Committee member, said, "Keppel is an
extremely distinguished gentleman
and one who has a very strong
knowledge of Maine and the university system. He will be an excellent
commencement speaker."
Keppel said he last visited UMO at
the end of January, when he was present for a meeting of the Visiting
Committee with UMO President Arthur Johnson. At that time, he also
spoke to the UMO College of Education about teacher education and the
shortage of people entering the
profession.
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DON'T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT IT
RAPE AWARENESS COMMITTEE
411.

Indians rally against
dump site proposal
by Ken Brack
Staff. Writgr
INDIAN ISLAND — Tribal leaders
and members of the Penobscot Indian
Nation Tuesday night told officials from
the Department of Energy they will fight
any attempt to build a high level nuclear
waste dump near the Bottle Lake
Complex.
The complex, located about thirty
miles north of Bangor, lies on land
designated for Penobscots and Passamaquoddys by the 1980 land claims
settlement.
About 150 people attended the second
public hearing at Indian Island, part of
a series of forums the DOE has scheduled concerning Maine's two proposed
sites for the nation's second repository
for high level nuclear waste.
Penobscot leaders said the DOE "has
no authority" to obtain lands for the
waste dump without tribal consent and
promised never to allow its construction.
Penobscot repesentative to the Maine
Legislature Priscilla Attean said the
DOE failed to consult with the tribes
while compiling their recommendation
report on the site and thus violated the
1982 Nuclear Policy Act.
"They should have cooperated with us
rather than just-the state while pursuing
our ancestral lands," Attean said.
Attean, Tribal Gov. Timothy Love and
other leaders said the majority of the
land within the proposed site is held or
is likely to be held in trust by Penobscots
and Passamaquoddys under the federal
land trust agreement. Under the 1980
Maine Land Claims Settlement Act, the
92-square mile Bottle Lake site is part of

300,000 acres the tribes are eligible to
acquire.
U.S. Representatives Olympia J.
Snowe (R) and John R. McKernan (R)
attended the hearing, and although
neither spoke publicly, they privately
criticized the DOE.
Snowe said the DOE "absolutely
violated the federal trust arrangements"
established with the tribes. She said the
site should be immediately disqualified,
but added if the DOE chooses to include
the site in its final report, "there will be
serious legal difficulties" because of the
trust problems.
McKernan said the Bottle Lake site
"wasn't one of the original sites that
qualified," but was one of three added
to a list of nine others by the DOE. He
criticized the DOE for not contacting the
tribes, calling it an example of "how
flawed the process is."
One tribe member, 79-year-old Violet
'
Francis, suggested that the nuclear waste
be dumped in Washington D.C.
"They can sit and watch it all day long
down there," the lifelong Indian
Island resident said.
Theresa Secord, staff geologist for the
Penobscots, said after attending a DOE
workshop to present data on the Sebago
and Bottle Lake sites that she was "appalled by the ignorance of DOE officials
and the superficial scientific facade."
Carol Dana, a research assistant in the
Humanities Dept. for the Penobscots
and Passamaquoddys, said access to a
sacred site near Bottle Lake was an important issue. She said the 1978 Religious
Freedom Act assures protection of
religious freedom for Native Americans.
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Senior Escape Pub Night
humorist Tim Sample
will be live at the
Bear's Den Coffeehouse
kicking off the first of several
alcohol free Sunday Nights.
Maine

The Bear's Den will be featuring
3 special free coffee drinks:
Black Bear
Bananas
French Cooler
FREE CHEESECAKE
Tickets are free
and therefore limited'
Pick yours up at the
\ Information Booth, Memorial
Union,starting Wed., April 2.
Your ticket may be one of
10 lucky prize winners,
Come for the fun,
come for the coffee,
but most of all,
come for the laughs!
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Soviets propose additional summit meeting
MOSCOW (AP) — A Soviet official
said Tuesday that Mikhail S. Gorbachev's proposal for a meeting with
President Reagan to discuss a nuclear
test 6an was not intended to take the
place of a U.S.-Soviet summit in
Washington.
But Georgi M. Kornienko, first deputy foreign minister, repeated the
Kremlin's insistence that a superpower
summit can be scheduled only when
there is some assurance it will produce
a specific accord on arms control.
He also reiterated Gorbachev's warning that the Soviet Union will not keep
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extending its nuclear testing moratorium
if the United States goes ahead with a
test planned for this month.
Kornienko spoke at a news conference
devoted to Gorbachev's televised speech
on Saturday, in which the Communist
Party leader said he wanted to meet
Reagan in a European capital as soon as
possible to discuss a test ban.
Asked if Gorbachev would honor his'
commitment to go to the United States
if Reagan does not agree to a meeting
on a test ban, Kornienko said:
"By proposing to have a special
meeting in Europe as soon as possi-

Searchers still finding
more shuttle debris

ble...Mikhail Gorbachev did not have in
mind that such a meeting would supplant the meeting in the United States,
which was agreed on in Geneva and
would be a full visit to Washington. This
item has not been withdrawn from the
agenda."

At their meeting in Geneva last
November, Reagan and Gorbachev
agreed to meet again this year in
Washington. The United States favors a
June summit, but the Soviets have
resisted setting a date.

PROJECT `1N4'
MELTS AWAY
Mother Nature Won!!
Effective immediately, the project has been
cancelled.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —
Searchers have retrieved part of
Challenger's right booster ,containing
some of its suspect joint, but the precise
spot where the explosion was triggered
was undoubtedly destroyed in the
disaster, the chief of the salvage effortsaid Tuesday.

disaster that killed seven astronauts on
Jan. 28.
But he told a news conference the section is on the opposite side of the area
where a plume of flame shot -from the
joint 15 seconds before the shuttle blew
up. Even so, it can be valuable to the investigation,- he s

1. If you have already sold tickets and have not
registered them with the Black Bear Fund office,
please do so immediateb—rto ensure a prompt refundto participants.

Air Force Col. Edward A. O'Connor,
however, expressed confidence that more
surrounding pieces will be found and
will help pinpoint the exact cause of the
accident.

O'Connor recently told the presidential commission investigating the explosion that the 500-pound segment was
believed to be from the right booster, but
engineers were not certain at that time.

2. All those who have entered and registered with
the Black Bear Fund were notified prior to this
announcement.

He said a section of the suspected
joint retrieved several weeks ago from the
ocean floor has been positively identified
as part of the right booster rocket segment containing the joint that caused the

Meanwhile, the USS Preserver, which
has been retrieving crew cabin debris and
astronaut remains, was heading into port
Tuesday with several small chunks of
wreckage and perhaps more body parts.

Our thanks go to those who participated and
to everyone for their understanding.

Auditor says Marcos
took over $8.5 million
in treasury funds
MANILA, Philippines (AP) —
Claiming he needed money to fight
rebels, Ferdinand E. Marcos took $4.7
million from a ministry during his last
days in power and left no trace of the
money, the chief government auditor
said Tuesday.
Teofisto Guingona said this brought
to at least $8.5 million the amount of
money auditors in the past month have
found missing from the state treasury.
Guingona told The Associated Press
that Marcos took $4.7 million from the
Ministry of Local Governmentsr signing
a receipt for it "in his personal capacity" on Feb. 10.
Guingona said no official records exist of what Marcos did with the money.
"There have been very irregular
disbursements of public funds which
forirLa.gattern," he said.
Jose Rono, the local governments
minister under Marcos, said he protested
when the fund transfers were made between Jan. 27 and Feb. 10, telling Marcos "people might suspect us of wrongdoing."
But he said Marcos insisted, saying he
needed the funds for a paramilitary unit
he was organizing to fight communi
guerrillas.—

-

WE'LL PAY BACK
YOUR LOAN,
BUT THERE'S A HITCH.
You'll like it, though.
Because every year you serve with
us, we reduce your college debt by
one-third—or $1,500, whichever is
greater. Greater still, after three years
your loan's repaid in full.
You'll also like the satisfaction and
pride you'll feel as you learn a valuable
skill. One you use to serve yourself as
well as your country.
It's all a part of the Loan Repayment Program.To qualify, you must
have taken out a National Direct,
Guaranteed or Federally Insured
Student Loan after October I, 1975.
And your loan can't be in default.
So if you'd like Uncle Sam to pay
off your college loan, pay your local
Army Recruiter a visit today. Or call.
U.S. Army Recruiting Station
Intown Plaza, 334 Harlow Street
Tel:

942-7153

ARMY.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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Editorial
DAWN DAIGLE

Is justice served?
A
ccording to an Associated Press report,
more than 50 percent of convicted
murderers released from state prisons in
1983 served prison sentences of fewer than seven
years.
This information, released in a government study
Monday, is a clear example of inefficiency on the
part of the Justice Department.
Why are convicted murders being let off the
hook so easily? These individuals, who have taken
lives from others (oftentimes innocent people),
must not be afforded a second opportunity to kill.
Individuals who take the lives of others are often
psychologically unstable — especially those who
enter pleas of "temporary insanity." They must
not be allowed to mingle with the rest of society at
society's expense.
If these individuals were unstable enough to kill,
possibilities for other crimes they might commit
are endless.
Although most states admittedly are experiencing
severe prison overcrowding, letting murderers go
free is not the answer.
So what if prisons are overcrowded? If murderers
chose to take the-lives of others, they must be
made to suffer the consequences and if the consequences happen to be an overcrowded prison, then
so be it. There are worse consequences.

Cpwr
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Senioritis
Senioritis is a serious affliction that
eventually affect all soon-to-be-alumni
at one time or another. Following are the
symptoms of this deadly disease and a
couple of cures.
One of the primary symptoms of
senioritis is a tendency to blow off
classes. This typically occurs on warm,
sunny spring days when a gentle wind is
blowing and tempertures reach about 60
degrees Fahrenheit.
During this phase of the disease,
seniors can be found riding around in
convertables, playing hackey sack on the
mall, cruising greater Bangor's many
shopping areas and sitting in the Bears'
Den sipping its wide variety of specialty
coffees.
A second symptom of senioritis is the
accumulation of beer cans, wine and liquor bottles and perhaps cigarette stubs
littering most dorm rooms and apartments of those about to venture forth
from the university into various career ,
fields.
This symptom is believed to be the
result of either of two factors.
The first is the acceptance of a commitment to take on a job. At this point,
many seniors begin to feel too confident.
They may figure now that they have
landed a job, they can kick' back and
relax.
The second cause of the aforementioned symptom is the rejection letters
that line the walls(or lay crumbled in the

Killers must be made to serve a sentence comparable to what they took from others — a lifetime
—and no less.
If prisons are overcrowded — and they are —
perhaps the death sentence should be reinstated nationwide and implemented.
Another reason convicted murderers are
sometimes set free before their sentences have been
served in full is that they are released on "good
behavior?"
Just because a convicted murder behaves for a
few years while under the surveillance of prison
guards there is no guarantee that they are reformed
and that they are once again an asset to society.
How can society be sure the "good behavior" is
not an act?
The Justice Department's main responsibility
should be protecting the American people. It cannot do so if it continues to set free individuals
who jeopardize the lives of innocent people nationwide. Some alternative must be sought.
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The late afternoon sun puts my eyes
in a figure-four leg lock as I walk to the
steamplant with continent-sized wet
spots under my arms from worrying if
the police towed my car as they threatened in two certified, word processed letters. Ha Ha it's still there and they didn't
even ticket me for not having a decal
(which is why I got the first 26).
The river is clicking and churning like
the muddy dregs of a humongous pitcher of ice water tipped on its side in the
bots above Greenbush. A 60-foot tree
cruises roots first in midcurrent, throbbing and shuddering as its crown scrapes
the bottom. Yahweh, there's enough ice
blocks going by to build a whole
alphabet. With a stout surf rod and
salmon stamp the General Aluminum
Cookware Association could limit out
on enough ice for a new "M." Zeus,
they'd even have enough to set out a
covey of decoy "M"s around campus for
disgruntled office seekers to kick over,
sort of primal-giant-ice-letter-kickingtherapy. I'm not one who complains just
to recreate the "like, whole protest trip
that went down in the sixties," but it
would have been cheaper to buy a coke
at the Slam Yankmee, take out an ice
cube and hold a magnifying glass over
it on the Union steps, then all nine ticket
holders could guess how long it takes for
someone to sit in the wet spot.
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trash cans) of the rooms of those about
to leave the security of their home for
the past four or more years. I need not
explain further, I'm sure you all know
what I mean.
la more severe cases of senioritis one
may note seniors consuming mass quantities of alcoholic beverages before noon,
or worse, prior to attending classes.
This is not a pretty sight. It is hard
enough to concentrate on lectures when
the mind is cluttered with graduation
plans without going to class with a buzz
on.
Those mid-week roads trips to far
away lands such as Bar Harbor and Baxter State Park can also have a devastating
effect on one's scholastic performance.
Taking exams while exhausted from such
ventures or while suffering the pain of
a severe sunburn can — an often does
— lead to an unanticipated extra
semester.
Don't be dishearted, seniors. There
are fewer than six weeks of classes left
and only one week of finals. Most of you
won't get a second chance, you know.
Put away those beer cans and keep
them for a real cause to celebrate —
graduation.
Postpone those roadtrips and long
chats in The Den until you are sure you
will graduate — and that isn't until the
last paper is passed in and the last final
has been taken. You don't really want to
come back for another round, do you?
Dawn Daigle is a senior journalism
major who already has a job but who
is suffering from an advanced case of
senioritis anyway.

Let's run a few more raffle ideas up
the UMaine flagpole and see if they
break into brick sized chunks and hit
people on the head:
Guess When The Union Clock Will
Ever Be Remotely Correct — For awhile
it was eight hours slow (or 32 hours
fast?) now it's ten minutes behind, making it a great excuse for being.late to
class, even if it's the truth. A gift from
the class of 1984(or was it 1983?), it provides an invaluable service if you're doing lunch in the Central Gambian Time
Zone or like to see a thrilling 2 'p.m.
sunrise.
Name Student Government's Next
Idiotic `Thought for the Day'In Their
Fiscally Lobotomized Half-Page Maine
Campus Ad — Choose from such winners as "Life Sucks Until You Turn Off
the Vacuum Cleaner," or "My
Boy/Girl Friend Went to Florida for.
Spring Break and All she/he brought
Back was this Lousy Yeast Infection."
1 ouldn't waste too much thought on_
it though, because they sure as hell don't.
Guess when a Broad-based Support
Group will Commandeer the Union
Steps to Protest Campus-Wide Canine
Leap Frog Tourneys, or At Least Help
Them From Getting Stuck Halfway Up
— In their vernal equinox pheromone
frenzy, man's best friends need help getting through life's ups and downs, not
to mention its ins and outs. Just don't
time your guess by the Union clock.
Douglas Watts' license plate number
is 724-IRI, if you see the plate and attached car being towed off the campus,
remember he had it coming.

Rape victim confronts fear
and hatred after assault
To the editor:
I would like to reply to the recent articles in reference to the
subject of rape. I have carefully
read all the sides and aspects of
the issue; why the assailant acts
and how the victim might or
could possibly feel. Normally I
would remain silent and
apathetic, yet this subject is
somewhat relevant to me.
About a year ago, on this campus, I was one of those victims
that we have been reading about
for the past week. I was raped.
I come forward not to accuse or
complain, but hopefully to shed
some light on a side of this issue
that has yet to be expressed. All
the articles have theorized on
what someone such as me
would feel, yet no one can
possibly comprehend what I
have gone through unless you
yourself have also been through
such an experience.
The details of the incident are
not of little importance. The
matter I wish to address is not
the actual (shall we say for
euphemistic sake) violation, but
the overall effect.
I do not know why I have
waited until now to confront
this. I am well aware of the
identity of my assailant and his
approximate whereabouts, but
I have failed to do anything
about it. I do not feel any accusation from me would bring
down the punishment on him
that I feel he deserves. In addition to that, the meager
discipline would be of little consolation to me and by no means
would compensate for the effects that 1 would undergo.
What purpose is there in a personal vendetta? I have,
therefore, made no attempt to
seek retribution.
My response is not one of
revenge. I imagine one would
expect to react with horror and
rage, and a desire to see the
criminal pay for the suffering he
has caused. This was once what
I thought I would do if I was
ever in such a similar situation,
but 1 never thought it would
happen to me.
1 was assaulted. The unpermitted violent physical violation
of one by another should not be
overlooked. It is unacceptable,
unjustifiable and by no means
forgettable. I do not know what
compelled him to act as he did.
Without any explanation or
provocation, I find it extremely
painful to forgive him. I have
reacted in such a way that most
people do not understand. Daily, I live in constant fear of one
again seeing my attacker. This
does not move me to anger or
to act, but to give up. I am
defeated.
In my-case, and I assume in
most others, the victims fail to
come forward because they wish
to put behind them such an incident. Regardless of publicity
or humiliation, or exactly who

is at fault, the incident is one
painful enough so that I would
not want to be constantly
reminded of it, but merely to
forget it and try to move on.
Such violence is a poor commentary on the condition of
our society. I had become more
cynical, hateful, and most of all
scared. The entire incident had
caused me to draw within
myself in hopes of blocking out
something which should have
_never happened. But it did, and
I have to deal with-that. Perhaps
this letter is my therapy. Time
has elapsed and I cannot keep
looking over my shoulder in
fear. As rationally as possible I
have accepted the incident and
stopped hating that person.
There was no time for growth
while I was busy with my vigil
of hatred and fear. I have learned that hatred is a very destructive and draining emotion. 1
have come to realize that I cannot forgive my attacker for what
he did, but I can move on. I
have also learned that I could
not put the incident behind me
until I let go of all my cynical
fears. The incident was in the
past, and there is little I can do
to change it. There is nothing
else to do except leave it behind
and move on.
It never should have happened, and I do not know why it
did. No one can honestly expect
to be raped. Continuously anticipating such an act is not living. Aside from that, the concept of such violence is too
much for the majority of people to be able to absorb and
mentally shocking them will only cause them to shut out the
issue.
1 do hope that something is
done, that all the others, like me
will be able to deal with what
happened. I know that seeing
my side of it all on paper is
somewhat helpful, it is
something I can no longer deny.
In addition to that I have the
understanding of ones very dear
to me.
It is a frightening shame that
such things happen, and are
passed by. I am confident in the
fact that the majority of the articles on this subject were looked upon by most with
disinterest and apathy due to
overkill. It is my wish that this
response not be looked upon
that way. My feelings are not
like all the others who have been
in my situation, but I only wish
that people would understand,
and perhaps then will all this irrational violence end. I believe
that one day, the issue of rape
will no longer be an uncomprehensible problem. I sincerely hope that we all become more
aware before you or your loved
ones go through what I have
gone through. It is an ordeal
that I would wish upon no one.
Name withheld upon request

Attention Readers!
If you have something on
your mind and would like to
express it for the benefit of
others—write. The Daily
Maine Campus welcomes
your letters to the editor—we
won't know about it unless
you write. We desire reader
response, whatever your
perspective. So send them in!

Condescending letter
To the editor:
Recently, I received one of the
most condescending letters of
my school career from the
university.
Having already endured the
usual threats from the library
for overdue books I had returned earlier, I wondered what new
myopia the school would issue
forth, especially this one from
Alumni Hall.
As it turned out, it was an insulting letter, entirely predicated
on the assumption (in fact,
automatically assuming) that I
would skip town and laugh
away my $617 tuition balance.

This letter, being completely
incompatible with the much
professed "SEE UMO" charter,
was again, assumptive, condescending and insulting.
I assume the next correspondence I get from UMO
will be for alumni donations.
Sorry fellas, but worthless debtors such as myself don't give
donations to school adminitrations who insult their own
students. What a way to
establish those intimate alumni
alma mater bonds!
A soon to be ex-alumnus
Carter Winding
Orono

Support for funding
To the editor:

by the Visiting Committee, the
Governor has requested that the legislature appropriate $15
million to the UMaineSystem.
The Orono campus would
receive $8.5 million from this
appropriation. This money has
been targeted for use in many
different areas, such as funds
for faculty development,
academic services such as
equipment and laboratory supplies, increased library and
computer services, student aid
and to strengthen both the
undergraduate and graduate
programs, among other things.
As you can see this money is going to be spent on you.
Please get involved — this is
your campus. Take a few
minutes and write your local
representatives. If you are
registered to vote in Orono,
write to your Orono representative. A list of legislators and
their addresses will be posted
outside the Student Government Office in the Memorial
Union.

I am writing to you on behalf
of the Legislative Liaison Committee of Student Government,
concerning an issue which is
vitally important to this campus. The issue to which I am
referring is the $15 million appropriation that has been requested for the UMaine System.
At the beginning of the year
there was a lot of concern when
the Board of Trustees announced their goals for the campuses.
Editorials appeared in the campus and local newspapers denouncing
the
cuts
in
undergraduate enrollment and
the potential threat to the College of Education. This was an
issue that concerned students a
great deal.
In January the Visiting Committee came out with its report.
It advocated many beneficial
changes for the campus, such as
the name change and increased
funding. -The next few -weeks
will be critical ones for the funding issue. This is why we are
asking students to write to their
Kathy Boulet, chair
legislators.
Legislative Liaison Committee
Following the guidelines set
UMO Student Government
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NEWS BRIEFS
Friorkers- recorering
crash victim remains
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POMOCA, Mexico (AP) --Emergency workers hampered by
rugged terrain struggled Tuesday to
recover the remains of all 166 people
aboard a jetliner that slammed into
a mountainside. Nine U.S. citizens
were reported among the dead.
Witnesses said the Mexicana
Airlines Boeing 727, which was en
route from Mexico City to Los
Angeles with stops in the Pacific
resorts of Puerto Vallarta and
Mazatlan, exploded "like thunder"
and burst into flames before it hit the
7,792-foot peak, known locally as El
Carbon, shortly after takeoff Monday
morning.
In Mexico City, U.S. Embassy
spokesman Vincent Hovanec said,
"We can confirm that nine Americans
were on the plane." He said this
was based on reports from the airline,
family and friends. Earlier reports
had said only five Americans were
among the dead in Mexico's worst air
disaster.

Pat's Pizza
and
Coca-Cola Bottling
present
The Pizza and Coke Special
get one FREE Coke with each pizza
delivered to-campus
* Offer good only on Sundaysafter 8:00p.m.,
0 Mondays, Titesdays and Wednesdays after
5:00 p.m.. Expires 5/1/86

Oil prices plunge,
then rebound
NEW YORK (AP)- Oil prices
swung wildly Tuesday, plunging into
the single-digit range for the first time
since the mid-1970s before rebounding on news that the United States
will press Saudi Arabia to help
stabilize the market.
Prices for May delivery of West
Texas Intermediate, the main U.S.
crude and an important market indicator, dropped as low as $9.75 per
42-gallon barrel on the New York
Mercantile Exchange, compared with
Monday's price of $10.42. Prices for
that grade have not been that low
since 1977.

Delivery Menu
PAT'S PIZZA
866-2111 or 2112
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Plain

S2.10

Onion

2.40

Pepperoni

2.60

Mushrtx)m

2,60

Salami

2.60

Ancho‘y

2.60

Baton

2.60

Canadian Raton

2.60

Hamburg

2.60

Hamburg and Onion

2.90

Ham

2.60

Pepperoni and Mushroom

3.10

Salami and Mushroom

3.10

Combination

3.10

Double Cheese

2.60

(;reen Pepper and Onion

2.70

Green Pepper

2.40

Hot Sausase

2.60

kielbasa Sausage

2.60

Hot Dog

2.60

Black Olive

2.60

If you like Thick Crust Order our
DOUBLE DOUGH

2.40

0

Hawaiian

2.90

0

Evers thing

5,10

0

Lasagne - our own recipe

3.60

0

prices subject to change without notice

$

5!
6
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Union Carbide Corp.
fined $1.4 million
WASHINGTON (AP)- The Occupational Safety and Health Administration, in the largest enforcement action since its creation 15 years
ago, fined Union Carbide Corp.

almost $1.4 millibirruesday for 221
alleged violations at a West Virginia
plant, including making workers
"sniff" for leaks of deadly gase,s.
"They used to use canaries for
that," Labor Secretary William
Brock said, assailing the giant
chemical company for what he called a "willful disregard for health and
safety" at its Institute, W. Va., plant
over the past three years.
The alleged violations ranged from
failing to keep proper records and
making employees detect leaks of
deadly eases to inadequate safety
management systems for recognizing
and correcting hazards.

French peace-keepers
pull out of Lebanon
BEIRUT, Lebanon(AP)- France
pulled its 45 truce observers out of the
Beirut battleground Tuesday. It said
the unit, which lost nine men during
a two-year tour, no longer could carry
out its mission and would be sent
home.
The French Foreign Ministry
denied that the abrupt withdrawal
was part of a diplomatic effort to free
French captives from Moslem extremist kidnappers.
Those holdiny,four of the eight
missing Frenchmen demanded March
14 that the French end their "baldfaced interference" and withdraw
their military units from Lebanon,
which France had ruled until 1943.
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Take A Break From Campus Food

0

we serve breakfast, lunch, and dinner
besides our famous pizzas!

rents start at
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$385 per month
Several apartments available with July or August rent free.
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Stove, Refrigerator, Dishwasher, Garbage Disposal,
Wall-to-Wall Carpeting, and Terrace or Balcony
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VINELAND, N.J.(AP)- A rock
'n' roll disc jockey working alone at
a radio station in a remote area was
robbed of $2 Thesday and shot in the
chest before his assailant fled, police
said.
Marc Dickson, 24, the overnight
announcer at station WKQV,
answered the door at the station
around 1 a.m. and was shot when he
refused to surrender his wallet after
giving the assailant $2, said Vineland
Police Lt. James Rocco.
Rocco said that after the shooting,
the assailant fled "and left the $2 lying on the floor." There are no
suspects.

Stillwater Village

We

866-2658
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Magazine
Communiqué.'
Wednesda), April 2
Public Employee Development Program:
"Understanding and
Managing
Stress," Hilltop, register with the
Bureau .of Public Administration,
581-4136, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Canada Week Event: Kenneth Norris,
asst. professor in Canadian literature:
"Poetry Reading," Special Collections,
Fogler Library.
Student Services: Violence on Campus,
Rape Awareness Committee, Sutton
Lounge, 3:15 p.m.
Open House for prospective Speech
Communication majors in communication disorders, 17 North Stevens, 6-8
p.m.
MaineBound Outing Club meets
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the North
Lown Room.
Learn Chinese Course, 212- Little Hall,
7-9 p.m.
-MaineBound: "Water Safety," North
Lown Room, 8 p.m.

Politically Speaking: "Meet John
Tierney," Sutton Lounge, 3:15 p.m.

Hauck Auditorium
Sun., April 4, 8:00 p.m. FREE

Friday, April 4
IVCF Movie: "It's Friday But Sunday's
Comming!" North Bangor Lounge, 6:30
p.m.

SEA Concerts
Spring

*
*
*
*
*
*
Lown Room, 7:30 p.m.
*
**
*
Pavilion Theatre: "The Miser," 8 p.m. *
'
*
$3.
*
************************
*
*
Impulse Dance Company, Hauck ,
Auditorium, 8 p.m., call 5814963 foul'
information.

S1HE

Music Department: "Tenor Madness,"
with Jay Bregman, Bob Keeler, Dave
ITeririsey and Joe LaFlamme, Lord H
8 p.m. admission.
; Bear's Den: Band, the Rare Birds.

86

4,
*
*
*
*
*
it
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

8:00 pm in the "PIT"
$7 w/IJMO I.D. $9 non-students

Tickets on sale in the SEA office April 4
OR at the UMO Box Office Mem. Union April 7-11
OR at the door.

Theatre/Dance: The Miser, The Pavilion
Theatre, 8 p.m. $3.
Bear's Den: Band, the Rare Birds.

Theatre/Dance: Master Classes-Impulse
Dance Company, Lengyel Gym, call
581-1963 for more information.

SEA MOVIES: "Ghostbusters:' Hauck
Auditorium, 7 and 9 p.m., $2 with UMO
ID.

Theatre/Dance: Master Classes-Impulse
Dance Company, Lengyel Gym, call
5g11963.

CHRISTIAN
CLOWNS

Theatre/Dance: The Miser, at the
Pavilion Theatre, 8 p.m., $3.

Sandwich Cinema: "The Shining,"
Sutton Lounge, 12:15 p.m.

Thursday, April 3

arch of
imes
Preventing
Birth Defects

Solidarity Free Film Series: "Pink
Triangles," 101 Neville Hall, 7 p.m.

Saturday, April 5
APO/GSS: Blood Drive, Somerset, 2-7
13.1n•

If you think you're
having a heart attack,
think out loud.

MaineBound: Rock Climbing Practice,
call 581-1794.

John Cafferty and the
Beaver Brown Band
and

Boston Day Trip, call 581-1973.
Focus: Fo'c'sle, Lown rooms, 7:30 p.m.

Nursing Career Day, Union, 9 a.m.

4-._VILOPP-1Jr,

Sunday, April 6
Career Planning and Placement: "Putting Your Best Foot Forward-Resume
Writing Made Easy," 1912 Room, 9:30
a.m.
Theatre/Dance: Impulse Dance
Company-Lecture/Demonstration,
Memorial Gym, 10 a.m.

Theatre/Dance: The Miser, The Pavilion
Theatre, 2 and 8 p.m. $3.
Focus: Klezmer Conservatory Band,
Hauck Auditorium, 4 p.m.

April 12, UMO Memorial Gym
Itt*********************************************144

Al-Anon Meeting. Old Town Room,
Memorial Union, 11 a.m.
Canada Week Film: "The Terry Fox
Story," 100 Neville Hall, 11 a.m

Looking
for
an
APARTMENT
for next semester?
call Ekelund
Properties
at 866-2516
1,2,3,4,& 5
bedroom apts
walking distance
to UMO

BE IN THE FOREFRONT OF TODAY'S TECHNOLOGY
AS A SCIENTIFIC-ENGINEERING OFFICER
Our scientific-engineering officers are planning and designing tomorrow's
weapon systems today. Many are seeing their ideas and concepts materialize. They
have the finest, state-of-the-art equipment to test their theories. The working environment is conducive to research. And Air Force experience is second to none. You can be part of this
dynamic team if you have a scientific or engineering
degree. Your first step will be Officer Training
School. Help us shape our future as we help you
start yours. Be a scientific-engineering officer in the
Air Force.
-JUNIORS & SENIORS: Contact MSgt. Bill Kast. Call collect (603)868-7266. •
Interviews will be held April 18. Call "Career Planning and Placement" for an
appointment.
FRESHMEN & SOPHOMORES: Contact Captain-Saurez, Air Force ROTC
581-1381 for intettiews.

A (peas way of Irle

•
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Cards' freshman Ellison was the difference
DALLAS (AP) — Pervis Ellison's
favorite players are the rebounders —
Buck Williams and Moses Malone —
"the guys who do the dirty work."
Ellison, the freshman hero In
Louisville's 72-69 victory over top-ranked
Duke fdr the NCAA basketball title
Monday night, may not have to do as
much of the dirty work next season.
With 6-foot-11 Barry Sumpter eligible
again and Felton Spencer, a 7-1 highly
regarded recruit, arriving, the slender 6-9
Ellison probably will be moved to forward to replace the graduating Billy
Thompson. Louisville also loses starting
guards Milt wagner and Jeff Hall from
the championship tem.
Louisville's Denny Crum, who has
coached the only team to win two cham-

pionships since 1980, didn't figure on using Ellison at center this season.
"We didn't promise.him he'd be starting but we told him he'd play a lot of
minutes," Cium said. "We actually
'recruited him as a forward, but when
Barry Sumpter became ineligible, we had
to make the move."
Ellison, who had been averaging 12.8
points and 8.1 rebounds, scored 25
points on 10 of 14 shooting and grabbed 11 rebounds against Duke.
The 19-year-old New York native who
grew up in Savannah, Ga., was named
the tournament's outstanding player. He
became only the second freshman to win
it, following Utah's Arnie Ferrin in 1944.
Ellison, nicknamed "Never Nervous
Pervis," played with the poise of a

senior. He scored eight of Louisville's
last 15 points and grabbed two key rebounds in the Cardinals' comeback victory,_ which spoiled a season_ in which
Duke ran up an NCAA record 37 wins.
Also ended was Duke's 21-game winning streak.
It took some tough defensive work to
hold All-American guard Johnny
Dawkins, who finished with 24 points
but was contained late in the contest.
Louisville had trailed 37-34 at
halftime and twice fell behind by six
points.
Duke, which had lost only to Atlantic
Coast Conference rivals North Carolina
and Georgia Tech this season, had
managed to beat bigger front lines all
season with its team defense helping out

6-8 seniors Mark Alarie and Jay Bilas.
"When we talked about matchups
before the game, I said we do have a
height advantage at one spot," .said
Crum, who has guided teams to the
Final Four in four of the last seven years.
"They had clnickness advantages at
the guards, and they took advantage of
those, and we took advantage of our
height advantage with Pervis. I say we
got the ball to Pervis in some crucial
spots."
With Wagner and Hall unable to produce offensively, Ellison's contributions
were vital as Louisville ran its record to
32-7 with its 17th straight win and 21st
triumph over in the last 22 games.
Duke made only 40 percent from the
field, while Louisville hit 58 percent.

Fans welcome
home Duke
Blue Devils

t/4

t's our way of saying thank you
to America's veterans, with
the Coors Veterans' Memorial
Scholarship Fund.
If you're the son or daughter'
of an honorably-discharged
American veteran,you can qualify
for a three-year scholarship
worth $5,000. Last year, Coors
awarded 114 scholarships,totalling
more tha:n $500,000,to students
from 49 states and Puerto Rico.
To be eligible for this year's
awards,you must submit your
application by July!, 1986. You
also need to meet the following
requirements: Be under age 22
and enrolled in a full-time
institution which is accredited
by one of six regional accrediting
associations.• Have a college
grade-point average of 2.75 or
better(on a 4.0 scale).•Be at least
a first-year student in a four-year
baccalaureate program,or in
an accredited two-year program
which leads to transfer to fouryear institutions.(Five-year
programs are acceptable, but
awards-will not be extended for
the extra year of study nor will
awards be applicable to graduate
stud
if you have a parent who
helped America through itsdifficult
times, we want to help you
through your times—with a Coors
VeteransikkiiitiriaTScholafsMp
.Fund.
Get your application today.
Write: Coors Veterans' Memorial
Scholarship Fund,PO.Box 7529,
Wheeling, IL 60090. Or phone
toll-free: I-8(()-49COORS.

c ,986 44011:4,010
S Carom'', &poen Cokyado 80401
,
Brewer of Fne Ouleity Bee,&rice 1873
.

DURHAM,. N.C. (AP) — Even in
defeat, Duke fans found something to
celebrate.
The Blue Devils came home Tuesday
without the national championship, but
Duke fans masked their disappointment
by thanking the team for achieving the
most victories ever recorded in a season
by a college basketball team.
Duke completed a 37-3 campaign
Monday night with a 72-69 loss to
Louisville in the NCAA championship
game. The loss ended a 21-game winning streak. Coach Mike Krzyzewski said
he found some consolation from the turnout of hundreds f fans, some hanging
out of bulding windows, at the university quadrangle.
"I'm going to be coaching here for a
" Krzyzewski told the crowd,
many waving blue and white balloons,
"I can't promise you 37 wins in a season.'
My only wish is to always be able to have
a group (of players) as special as this is.
"Our team is not a group of
robots," Krzyzewski said. "They are
real people. For 40 games, they've been
the most consistent — and I think the
best — team in the country."
Krzyzewski and his players thanked
•the fans for sticking with them through
an,11-17 season three years ago and proing continuous and—often creative
support. During the tournament, the
vocal Blue Devil fans encouraged Navy
to "abandon ship" and developed a bobbing gesture to -hail Duke forward
Johnny Dawkins.
"Whenever he came out in Cameron
Indoor Stadium, you made me feel so
good," Krzyzewski said. "You make
me feel so good now."
Dawkins proved the fans' courtside
antics hadn't been lost on the team when
he and his teammates stood, extended
their arms and began bobbing up and
down toward the crowd as fans had often
done when Dawkins was.introduced or
made a dunk.
"We-had- a great year, but yolfire No:
1 and we're somewhere up there," said
Dawkins, who became Duke's all-time
leading scorer this season.
Senior forward David Henderson, the
most visibly discouraged member of the
team, said it would take some time getting over the loss.
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Simply put: Bird is one of NBA's best ever
BOSTON (AP) — Give Larry Bird
room and he'll bury a three-point field
goal. Play him tight and he'll drive past
you. Guard him one-on-one in the low
post and he'll spin along the baseline for
a soft-left-handed layup.
The NBA's best all-around player —
the skillful passer, the determined rebounder and the tenacious defender —
now is a spectacular shooter with both
hands and from all over the court.
"Larry's just a player who continues
to grow," Boston Celtics' assistant
coach Jimmy Rodgers said. "When you
think you've seen everything he has to
offer, he comes up with another gimmick, another approach.
"He has supreme confidence,"
Rodgers added. "In his mind, I'm sure
he feels there's no one who can stop
him"
Not in the past three weeks, anyway.
Starting with a 50-point burst against

Dallas on March 10, the last time Boston
lost, he has averaged 34.2 points in 12
games. In that span, he has made 59.9
percent of his field goal attempts,
shooting below 50 percent only once,
and hit a remarkable 29 of 45 three-point
shots for 64.4 percent.
"Once he hets a couple of threepointers, he gets fired up and gets going, Celtics' center Robert Parish
said. "Whe he gets rolling like that, we
keep going to him."
Bird had a string of 44 successful free
throws snapped on his final attempt in
Sunday's 122-117 victory over the New
Jersey Nets, Boston's 11th in a row. He
has made 57 of his last 60 foul shots.
He has scored 40 or more points six
times this season and 20 or more in 46
of his last 49 games.
"When you play with a guy, you seem
to forget a lot of things he does out
there," said Boston guard Dennis

Johnson, who has become adept at firing perfect passes from beyond the foul
circle to Bird under the basket. "I throw
him the ball and he, shoots it."
After going unbeated in an eight-game
home stand that ended Sunday, the
Celtics play at Cleveland Tuesday night.
In a 126-96 rout of the Cavaliers,March
18, Bird scored 43 points in 29 minutes.
He hit 17 of 24 field-goal attempts, including five of six three-pointers, and all
four of his free throw attempts.
In his seventh NBA season, Bird is in
the top 10 in five of the league's major
categories. He leads the NBA in foul
shooting percentage (.897), is fourth in
scoring (26.4 per game average), third in
three-point field goal percentage (.433);

ninth in steals (2.07 average)and seventh
in rebound average (10.0).
He was bothered late last season by
elbow problems and early this season by
a painful back. In his first 22 games this
season, he made fewer than half his field
goal attempts 14 times.
Nets' Coach Dave Wohl found out
directly Sunday that those days are over.
"Unless Larry Bird is late to the game,
he's unstoppable," Wohl said.
"He's a guy who will never allow
himself to plateau," Rodgers said of
Bird's new emphasis on three-point shots
and isolation layups. "He's always
reaching for the next level. Chances are
we haven't seen the best of Larry Bird
yet."

FIRE DRILLS
One planned, supervised fire drill, per dorm, as required by

:0

St

state law.has been completed for the semester. Thank you.

ie

WHEN THE FIRE ALARM SOUNDS IN YOUR BUILDING
I. Dress appropriately for the weather.
2. Exit your room, closing doors and windows
behind you; leave by the closest, safe exit.
3. Remain outside the building until you are told
ill

to

it is safe to re-enter by the fire department
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MOUNTAIN BIKE R
SPONSORED BV: The Maine Outing Club a
Town.

Pat's Bike Shop of Old

()ATE: Saturday,_April_5_ 19/15.4ain or Shine.
TIME:: Race Time 11:00,

arp/Registration 9:30.

START: Beginning of UMO Bike Path on the corner of Perkins and Jefferson in 0 'Town.

;c1
RSE: Approximately 5 miles
C
Through the University Forest
to enl at UMO.

0ye

AWARDS: $25 gift certificate from Pat's Bike Shop to top man and
,woman. Trophies for top 3 in each division.
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APPLICATIONS
for Editor of

The Daily Maine Campus
are available now at
the JBR Office

DIVISIONS: Junior Men 17-34, Junior Women 17-34
Senior Men 34+, Senior Women 34+
RULES:
Minimum tire size of 26"X1.5"
No Professional Riders
Minimum age 17
Entries limited to first 100 riders
Helmets and safety glasses highly recommended
REGISTRATION:
$4 UMO faculty and students
$5 Non-faculty/student
$6 After March 29

Make Checks Payable_ to:
UMO Outing Club
Memorial Union
UMO
Orono, Maine 04469
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HOW THE TOP TWENTY TEAMS IN THE FINAL
ASSOCIATED PRESS COLLEGE BASKETBALL POLL
FARED IN THE NCAA TOURNAMENT:

sGARiti

1. Duke(37-3) beat Mississippi Valley State 85-78; beat Old Dominion 89-61;
beat DePaul 74-67; beat No. 17 Navy 71-50; beat No. Kansas 71-67; lost to
No. 7 Louisville 72-69.
2. Kansas (35-4) beat North Carolina A&T 71-46; beat Temple 65-43; beat
No. 18 Michigan State 96-86; OT; beat North Carolina State 75-67; lost to
No. I. Duke 71-67.

GS,

3. Kentucky (32-4) beat Davidson 75-55; beat Western Kentucky 71-64; beat
Alabama 68-63; lost to Louisiana State 59-57.
4. St. John's (31-5) beat Montana State 83-74; lost to Auburn 81-65.

A Mexicankl!estaurant

5. Michigan (28-5) beat Akron 70-64; lost to Iowa State 72-69.

Watering Hole

7. Louisville (32-7) beat Drexel 93-73; beat No. 14 Bradley 82-68; beat No.
8 North Carolina 94-79; beat Auburn 84-76; beat Louisiana State 88-77; beat
No. 1 Duke 72-69.
8. North Carolina(28-6) beat Utah 84-72; beat Alabama-Birmingham 77-59;
lost to No. 7 Louisville 94-79.
,

Ladies
$2.00 16oz.Strawberry Margaritas

9. Syracuse (26-6) beat Brown 101-52; lost to No. 17 Navy 97-85.

•------ FRIDAY 3pm

10. Notre Dame (23-6) lost to Arkansas-Little Rock 90-83.

Happy Hour• Free Nachos/504 Drafts

11. Nevada-Las Vegas(33-5) beat Northeast Louisiana 74-51; beat Maryland
70-64; lost to Auburn 70-63.

•--SATURDAY 8-10pm -•
$2.00 16oz. Margaritas

12. Memphis State{28-6) beat Ball State 95-63; lost to

Louisiana State 83-81.

13. Georgetown (24-8) beat Texas Tech 70-64; lost
to No. 18 Michigan Site
80-68.

The Winders

14. Bradley 932-3) beat No. 20 Texas El-Paso 83-65;
lost to No. 7 Louisville
82-68.

Thur., Fri., & Sat.

15. Oklahoma (26-9) beat Northeastern 80-74; lost to
DePaul 74-69.

April 3, 4, 5

U
. 31

16. Indiana (21-8) lost to Cleveland State 83-79.
17. Navy (30-5) beat Tirlsa 87-68; beat No. 9 Syracuse
97-85; beat Cleveland
State 71-70; lost to No. 1 Duke 71-50.
18. Michigan State (23-8) beat Washington 72-70; beat No. 13 Georgetow
n
80-68; lost to No. 2 Kansas 96-86, OT.

Now Serving lunch on Fridays

by Rebecc
Staff Writ

Suppor
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meeting o
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19. Illinois (22-10) beat Fairfield 75-51; lost to Alabama 58-56.

APPLICATIONS AND

The University of Maine Outstanding Achievement
Award is presented to up to ten seniors and up to three
graduate students who have shown outstanding achievement in one or more of the following aas: community service, student government, entrepreneurship,
science-technology, performing arts, visual arts,
athletics, leadership, academics, journalism-writing, or
other area as specified.
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6. Georgia Tech (27-7) beat Marist 68-53; beat Villanova 66-61; lost to Louisiana State 70-64.
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•

NOMINATIONS
are being accepted for the
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD
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20. Texas-El Paso (27-6) lost to No. 14 Bradley 83-65.

•...•.....•.•••.......•••.•.•.....•.•...•••.•.•.OOOOOOOOOOO
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•

OPEN TO ALL GREEKS
and non-greeks alike
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Come hear T.J. Schmitz, Executive Vice President of
Tau Kappa Epsilon National Fraternity speak about the •
necessity of motivation and responsibility in Greek and
college life.
Don't miss this enjoyable evening that combines
humor with an enlightening discussion on Greek life at
college.

SPEAKER: T.J. Schmitz, Executive Vice President
Applications must be received by Richard C. Bowers, • of Tau Kappa Epsilon National Fraternity.
•
•
Vice President for Academic Affairs, 201 Alumni Hall, •
:
prior to 4:30 p.m., Wednesday, April 9, 1986.
• TOPIC: Motivation and Responsible Fun
•
•
•
• LOCATION: 101 Neville Hall
•
•
Application forms are available in the Vice President •
•
for Academic Affairs Office, 201 Alumni Hall and the :
• TIME: Monday, April 7 at 8:00 pm
•
Center for Student Services, Dean's Office, second floor, •
•
Memorial Union.
•
• S'Iumsored hi. the Fraternity Board and Panhellenic issociation
•
•
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